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On the Road with Cast B 2009
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Bringing the World Together
Student Spotlight:
Aude Goudreault, Canada
jured and couldn’t walk. It took me
one year to recover and I had to close
my dance company. After my recovery, I reconsidered Up with People.
After getting the physical ok, I applied
three months ago, and here I am!

How did you hear about UWP?
My aunt traveled with Up with People
when I was young. I helped her in her
fundraising process, selling tee-shirts.
I remember thinking “wow” when she
was telling me all of her stories from
the road. I applied when I was 18, but
doing the program at that time never
worked out. I went on to create my
own company in physical preparation
for dance. Recently, I was badly in-

to learn new things from new places –
languages, new ways to look at life. I
want to establish different relationships
with people in different countries, so
that I can call them to visit any time,
and they can do the same with me.

What inspired you to join UWP?
How do you anticipate being challenged?
I studied in dance and performance. I
I expect to be challenged. It has been a
like to travel and discover new ways to
long time since I have performed on
see life. I like to meet new people. I
stage. I think it will be a challenge and
can learn from the different ways that
also it is a goal of mine to readjust and
people do things.
to take
Every aspect of the I look forward to the differences in t h e
Up with People
time to
cultures and different ways to see life, g r o w
program is a part of
me. I was involved and the confrontation of my reality a n d
and the reality of someone else.
in service projects
further
in the past. Up
myself.
with People is perfect for me.
After my injury, I want to take this
time to reflect on what I really want to
do, and realize a dream that I have had
What are you looking forward to most durfor a long time. Without the injury I
ing your UWP experience?
would not be here. This is a great opI look forward to the differences in
portunity for me.
cultures and different ways to see life,
and the confrontation of my reality and
the reality of someone else. I expect

“

Cast B 2009 Tour Schedule
Tour cities and dates are subject to change.
Thanks to the efforts of Eva Thimstrand (79A), UWP will be sponsored by Vattenfall, a leading European energy company based
in Sweden, to help them celebrate their 100th anniversary. Performances in these cities will be for their employees only (marked
below as Private show).
United States
Denver, CO (Orientation & Staging)
Thornton, CO
Aspen/Snowmass, CO
Durango, CO
Chino Valley, AZ
Lake Havasu City, AZ

Dates
10 July – 9 Aug
10 Aug – 12 Aug
13 Aug –16 Aug
17 Aug – 21 Aug
22 Aug – 24 Aug
25 Aug – 30 Aug

Mexico
Leon
Querétaro
Veracruz
Puebla
Mexico City

Dates
31 Aug – 6 Sept
7 Sept – 13 Sept
14 Sept – 20 Sept
21 Sept – 27 Sept
28 Sept – 5 Oct

Europe
Luleå, Sweden (Private show)
Stockholm, Sweden (Private show)
Sundsvall, Sweden (Private show)
Vänersborg, Sweden (Private show)
Germany
Warsaw, Poland (Private show)
Zabrze, Poland (Private show)
Germany
Odense, Denmark (Private show)
Varberg, Sweden (Private show)
Uppsala, Sweden (Private show)
Tampere, Finland (Private show)
Sweden

Dates
6 Oct – 9 Oct
10 Oct – 14 Oct
15 Oct – 19 Oct
20 Oct – 23 Oct
24 Oct – 29 Oct
30 Oct – 3 Nov
4 Nov – 6 Nov
7 Nov – 24 Nov
25 Nov – 27 Nov
28 Nov – 3 Dec
4 Dec – 8 Dec
9 Dec – 11 Dec
12 Dec – 16 Dec
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Bringing the World Together
Student Spotlight:
Emil Wallnér, Sweden
How did you hear about UWP?
thing. Living with host families and
I actually found out about Up with
working within different communities
People through a web search. I
excites me. I hope to get a good idea
wanted to travel and do
of what their
something new. I wanted I want to be pushed out of daily life is
to explore the world and my comfort zone through like. I look
challenge myself to grow.
living with host families. forward to
performing
What inspired you to join UWP?
on a stage, and I am excited to gain
I wanted to develop as a human. I love
friends from all over the world. I am
cultures, how people live their lives,
looking forward to going to countries
and how groups of people develop in
that are different from Sweden, such as
different regions. I like meeting new
Poland and Mexico. I also hope to find
people. I like to dance and perform in
which direction to go in college.
shows. I wanted to develop my speaking skills. I am interested in learning
How do you anticipate being challenged?
about different societies.
I hope to be challenged in public
speaking, and to perform, sing, dance,
What are you looking forward to most durand speak in front of an audience. I
ing your UWP experience?
want to be pushed out of my comfort
It is hard to put a finger on just one
zone through living with host families.

“

I am also looking forward to the challenge of leading a group in our community impact projects or in classrooms.

UWP Ventures Tours Bermuda

hand at different venues throughout
the island. One
By Phil Worcester, USA
of our most
overwhelmed by the
Cast B2009 Staff
memorable preamount of work our
Promotion Representative
view performenthusiastic and enerances was on the
getic cast completed
Up with People Ventures completed
its inaugural tour on the island paradise
steps of City Hall
and can’t wait for our
of Bermuda earlier this year in
in downtown
return.
June. Despite highly unusual and unHamilton where
cooperative weather patterns, we are
we preformed in
Although Mother
excited and gratified by what we acfront of influenNature was unable to
tial government
spoil our community
complished during our time there.
Performing at City Hall, Hamilton, Bermuda
leaders including
impact projects, she did
the Premier, Dr. Ewart Brown, and
her best to dampen our full performThe Bermuda Venture Cast particithe Minister of Labor, Home Affairs,
ance that was to be held at the beautipated in 3 days of community impact
and Housing, Colonel David Burch, an
ful Snorkel Park Beach Resort with
projects, ranging from physical labor
to youth interaction to environmental
Up with People alumnus (73A).
torrential rain and heavy winds. Luckprojects. Many of the non-profit orily, that did not stop us from getting a
ganizations we worked with were
Much of this memorable experience
few preview performances in beforewas due to the endless work of our 80
plus alumni who call Bermuda home.
We will continue to be represented in
Bermuda by our vigorous and energized contingent of alumni who will be
the stewards of what is to come. The
Give your community an unparalleled week-long program with the
inaugural Up with People Venture
international cast, culminating in the Up with People Show.
Cast was a great success and it was
wonderful to reestablish the connecFor more information, contact sponsorship@upwithpeople.org
tion and bond between Up with People
or call +1 303 460 7100.
and Bermuda.

Sponsor Up with People
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Alumni Letter
By Allan Xenius Grige, Denmark
Cast 84E; Staff 1985-1995
Cultural Entrepreneur and Consultant
“Everything I ever needed to know, I learned
in Up with People.” Well, maybe not
exactly – but almost. In 1983, I was
fresh out of high school, and ready to
conquer the world. Having been into
music, theatre, and student council in
school (the usual story I guess), UWP
came by at the right moment.
Yet, doing advance promotion rather
than performing became my “thing” in
Cast E84, and when offered a promotion staff job at the end of year, my
destiny was sealed. So from rounding
up 2,000 spectators in small towns in
Switzerland (I’m still wondering where
they came from) to setting up charity
shows in famous concert halls in Chicago, Brussels, Helsinki and Copenhagen, I was fortunate to practice marketing skills, language skills, logistical
skills, presentation skills, and loads of
other things for the next two years.
To this day, the “everything is possible”
attitude with which we, as UWP,

For four decades, participants
who traveled in Up with People
have gone on to become enthusiastic leaders in their communities and the world. Equipped with
the life skills and broad perspectives learned ‘on the road,’ they
have made tremendous differences through a myriad of career
and life choices and have truly
become global citizens.

The Golden Passport
empowers alumni to have input
in the future makeup of our casts.
UWP will award a student
recruited by an alumnus/a
a $1,000 Golden Passport
scholarship upon acceptance.
Contact the Admissions Department for more information at

from establishing the organisation as a
rounded up some 10-15 media interlegal entity in
views , 30 -40
Denmark.
school and service
club presentations,
For the next 6
80+ host families,
years,
while
500 meal servings,
scheduling almost
and 1000+ audi180 shows and
ence members in
working with at
an average city in
least as many
only 18-20 days or
different sponso, still amazes
sors – plus sendme. We started
ing off loads of
out as amateurs,
but were forced to Allan X. Grige (left) and Prof. Hoan Jeong signed a Danes to join the
think and act as friendship agreement between IFEA Europe and IFEA program – I was
Korea. Seoul, April 2009.
hurled into nuprofessionals. We
merous fun, rewarding, and challenggradually became professionals.
ing situations. Before finally leaving
UWP in 1995, I had a 6-month stint in
Later, when I was a tour manager and
Denver in 1990 as Event Program
responsible for the largest fully sponManager for 5000+ delegates to
sored concert tour of any group in
UWP’s Silver Celebration, and spent
Denmark – the Toyota tour in 1988 –
two years in the Oslo office as Director
I found myself, on behalf of Up with
of Admission & Corporate Services.
People, leaping into – or rather, being
Learning by doing. Keeping an eye on the
a leader in – the still young and inexball. Being flexible. Always ready to evenperienced professional live event spontually sleep the following year.
sorship industry in my home country.
I saw UWP’s potential as a business
In 1996, I worked for a while as marfrom a new perspective and learned
keting and front-of-house manager for
accounting and several legal matters
the Danish National Symphony Orchestra. This experience, in addition
to my many years with UWP, made
me fascinated by the multitude of ways
in which venues welcome and handle
their guest performers and audiences,
not to mention how they treated their
own staff.
When I was given the opportunity to
become CEO and Artistic Director of a
brand new 1,100-seat performing arts
centre in Esbjerg, Denmark, my ambition was to create a venue that would
be highly respected not only for its
programming, but also for its services
and welcoming atmosphere. Hiring
three other UWP alumni to work in
leading technical roles was what made
the difference. The four of us shared a
positive approach and a “go-getter”
attitude that spread to the rest of the
staff.
continued on page 6
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Bringing the World Together
continued from page 4
I am proud to say that we succeeded in
creating one of Denmark’s best regarded venues.
Seven years and some 2000 events
later, I left the position to change awkward procedures, negative attitudes,
and horrible services in the framework
of the Danish Broadcasting Corporation in preparation for the opening of
the organisation’s new concert hall in
Copenhagen. I later become lead consultant to the new Icelandic National
Concert & Conference Centre in
Reykjavik while being involved with
several international networks in the
arts management industry.

When people ask me nowadays what I
But probably what I enjoy most is
am doing, my answer really depends
teaching Arts & Culture Management
on the day of the week. For the most
and Event Management to students at
part, I
two colleges in
m a k e We started out as amateurs, but were Denmark. They
my liv- forced to think and act as professionals. are eager to
ing as a
conquer
the
consultant sharing my knowledge on
world just as I was back in 1983. And
arts marketing, branding and organisaactually, in spite of my years as a venue
tion with up-and-coming concert hall
professional, most of what I teach remanagers and festival organisers, and I
lates to the things I learned doing event
act as chairman of the International
management for Up with People in my
Festival & Events Association in
student year.
Europe (whose sister organisation in
the U.S. includes several UWP
Above all, my life still evolves around
alumni). At other times, I take interthings that serve one purpose: To celenational shows and groups on tour in
brate humanity. Up with People.
Europe as promoter/organiser.

“

UWP Music
Up with People classics and new hits available online!

You could entertain them…

As we celebrate the 40th anniversary of the moon landing, please also consider celebrating the UWP classic
song Moon Rider, based on the recollections of astronaut
Eugene Cernan, Commander of Apollo 17. Also, for a
new spin on this UWP classic, check out Moon Rider Revisited, a cover version of the song by alumnus Angel
Cortes (81D) and his production company, 62 Music
Group. Get your limited free download of this new
track at www.62musicgroup.com.
When asked about the new song, Angel remarked “We at
62 music felt the timing was never more important than
now based on current world affairs. Our version, Moon
Rider Revisited was written to appeal to today’s youth and
we worked extremely hard from a production standpoint
to ensure the integrity of the original.”
Angel and his team have also worked with the UWP
creative team on the new UWP hits Arm Yourself, With
One Heart, Let’s Work It Out and the latest hit, Sing Your
Song (anticipated release date late August of 2009).
Go to your favorite online music provider to download
UWP music today!

...or,
you could inspire them, motivate them,
rock the house and knock their socks off.

Discover the power of Up with People to move your group.
The Professional Cast, consisting of UWP alumni, is not tied to a
cast tour schedule and is available for events large and small.
For information on availability, rates and booking, call
+1 303 460 7100 ext. 118.
Or email our Producer, Eric Lentz,
at elentz@upwithpeople.org.

Up with People World Headquarters
1600 Broadway, Suite 1460
Denver, CO 80202 USA

Up with People Europe
Avenue de Tervueren 300
B-1150 Brussels, Belgium

Telephone: +1 303 460 7100
Fax: +1 303 225 4649

Telephone: +32 2 740 22 40
Fax: +1 32 2 743 1550

Websites: www.upwithpeople.org • www.vivalagente.com.mx

Up with People Latin America
Insurgentes Sur 540, Despacho 203
Colonia Roma Sur
Ciudad de Mexico, 06760 Mexico
Telephone: +44 55 2109 9729
Cast Blog: www.uwpontour.com
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